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The seminal Black Panther writer Christopher Priest joins Heavy Metal for a prelude story

to Entropy, the new series debuting in July. Learn how KAKO, the enemy of Taarna has forged

his emissaries through the centuries as he sets the stage to create the ultimate villain for the

Heavy Metal Multiverse! The high-octane, science fiction horror of Wiremonkeys gets ever

stranger and more twisted than ever! YA horror serial The Axe by Fall Out Boy's lead guitarist

Joe Trohman and writer/actor Brian Posehn with Deadpool artist Scott Koblish reaches its

penultimate chapter! Death Defied, the historical fiction tale of art in the 20th century by Joe

Harris and Federico Pietrobon continues!

"Julian's book gives tax practitioners and taxpayers with any sort of connection to the literary or

artistic world a handy and helpful explanation of tax tips that they might otherwise

neglect.Julian opens the book with several questions posed by readers of the earlier edition. To

discover the answers, buy the book.Julian then discusses, in succession, the hobby loss and

for-profit rules, the tax treatment of awards received for writing and other accomplishments,

depreciation deductions for writers and artists, how freelancers compute health insurance

deductions, automobile expenses, travel expenses for spouses, the tax consequences of hiring

one's children, home office deductions, and sales of homes for which home office deductions

have been claimed.Julian then deals with some planning and compliance issues, including the

timing of making payments near year-end, self-employment taxes, net operating losses,

retention of tax records, extensions of time to file, amending returns, obtaining tax advice from

the IRS and others. He deals with these topics in language suitable for those who are not

familiar with the technical verbiage of the Internal Revenue Code.Writers and other freelancers,

especially those unfamiliar with the impact of tax law on their activities, should get themselves

a copy of this book. I recommend it just as I recommended Julian's previous books."--James E.

Maule, Villanova University Law School."Very valuable for writers and photographers."--

American Medical Writers association Journal."This book may well help you save more of what

you earn from your writing."--The Practicing Writer."Easily the best guide available."--

Forbes.From the AuthorLooking ahead, noted the Wall Street Journal, is always a good idea

when writers, photographers, artists and other small business owners do their business and

personal financial planning. And income taxes are one of those things that most small

businesses should probably give more attention to all year.Too many of them put off even

thinking about taxes until year end or just before the filing deadline. Like their investing, their

tax planning should be a year-round issue.You pay your taxes all year long, so you should be

focusing on tax planning all year long. That doesn't mean you should make financial decisions

based solely on tax considerations. But it does mean that you should never make important

financial decisions without at least considering the tax consequences.In my experience, the

Journal's excellent advice goes unheeded by almost all freelancers. They're clueless about the

importance of planning ahead.Small business owners adverse to advance planning mistakenly

think of taxes as simply a once-a-year affliction caused by the need to grapple with their 1040

forms. Contrast them with savvy owners who factor taxes into their planning throughout the

year and stay on top of continual law changes. Businesses with the foresight to plan ahead

nimbly sidestep pitfalls while capitalizing on scores of perfectly legal opportunities to diminish,

delay or deep-six paying sizable amounts that would otherwise swell the coffers of federal and



state tax collectors.About the AuthorJulian Block is a nationally recognized attorney who has

been singled out as: "a leading tax professional" (New York Times); "an accomplished writer on

taxes" (Wall Street Journal); and an authority on tax planning" (Financial Planning

Magazine).He is frequently quoted by such publications as Money, New York Times, Wall

Street Journal, and Washington Post. His many books have been praised as: "one of the best

personal-finance books" (Money); "one of the best tax books, an excellent source of

information" (New York Times); and "a triumph of simplicity that tackles the complex world of

taxes and communicates to readers in clear, everyday language" (National Association of

Enrolled Agents).He often contributes to such magazines as AARP, Consumer Reports,

Money, Playboy, Reader's Digest, and Vogue. In addition to writing and practicing law in

Larchmont, N.Y., he conducts continuing education programs for tax professionals and is a

frequent guest on television and radio shows.Bryant Gumbel complimented him as "a frequent

guest, whose insights are always great fare and with a talent for simplifying the complications

of tax work." He holds a master of laws degree in taxation from New York University Graduate

Law School, and is a member of the New York Financial Writers Association and the American

Society of Journalists and Authors.Formerly, Block was with the IRS as a special agent

(criminal investigator) and as an attorney. He has taught tax planning at such schools as

Adelphi University and New York University, and was the tax expert for Prodigy, the on-line

service.Read more
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